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By Mel Lutz

TODAY IS A NEW DAY. A DAY TO LOVE MORE THAN YOU THOUGHT POSSIBLE.
TO LIVE LIFE TO ITS FULLEST SIMPLY BY BRINGING PEACE AND LOVE TO EVERY
SITUATION. LOVE BEYOND THE BEYOND, INTO THE DEPTHS OF TRUTH AND JOY
EXPERIENCING HEAVEN ON EARTH TAKING INSPIRED ACTION

Each of us finds our own way to express this language of the heart and live in our joy. Take today to choose to see the joy in every
situation. Transform your energy as you wake up today and everyday in Joy, blessing everything you encounter. Know, this day is a
time of promise. A time of openness. A time of Love. A time to remember who you are. A loving kind courageous individual
committed to standing in the truth, feeling balanced and at peace, returned to full awareness, celebrating life in joy.

Say YES! to the joys of every day. wake up every day with joy in your heart.  Wake up in full joy of your being and fully participate in
every process of your life enraptured in the sacredness of your truest home, that space where love and forgiveness meets an open
heart becoming a soulful force of nature.

Explore all the beauty of your environment filled with incredible wonder, experiencing everything in all its blazing glory, soaking up
the warm glowing rays of the present. Having faith and living life in Love. Choose joy, right now.

May Love land in the deepest spaces of your truest self and may the lightest touch of peace awaken all to your call. 

THE JOY OF INSPIRATION
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Vanessa
by the Sea
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By Melanie Lutz
Photo by Ray Collins

What would the world be like if Love always
remained the answer, if 80% of the thoughts
flying in the air were loving?  Imagine the
possibilities of peace, productivity and prosperity
on the planet.

N O  M A T T E R  W H A T  T H E
Q U E S T I O N  L O V E  A L W A Y S
R E M A I N S  T H E  A N S W E R

It is Thursday at 2pm and I am
sitting across from Vanessa reading
from part of the book that has
emerged from our work together.
 In that way of things the ending of
the book came first reflecting the
beginnings as endings, and on and
on, into the infinity symbol of life
always in motion that flows through
the course of our work together.  I
am connected to that other space
we share that is a meeting place of
friends, in the garden of our healing
relationship, created and shared
and tended to and experienced into
and through the words on any page.
“It was a healing of a most profound
nature. Understanding was laid
bare in the naked space of being in a
deep knowing beyond words.   I sat
in the glow awash in the healing
energy witnessing a great radiant
light the warmth of which would be
with me forever.

At last I could relax after a
lifetime of self-inflicted
struggles, projected untruths
and wounded realities. Those
idols we use to block the truth
of love. Reality had been born
through the illusion of my fears.
I know this because her words
never changed Mine did I know
this because the truth never
changed My perception did I
know this because the
fractured girl that entered
therapy Was now a woman I
know this because what had
terrified me for years Now
played comfortingly at my feet
For that I am eternally grateful
What I know What I was
reminded of What I
remembered Was the truth
The truth of who I am Now and
forever.” 
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I search Vanessa’s eyes expanding from
center, there is joy in the way I have grown
accustomed to Vanessa returning my gaze
with a radiating glow of light and peace.
 Vanessa responds with ease to this
callback of an earlier session.  Her answer
was as simple and beautiful as her being.
“We arrive where we start.” My hearts
answer… “Agreed.” Freed into the endless
possibility of this present moment.  I wait
wondering what the next moment would
hold… Words bubble up and into being
from that earlier conversations in the call
response of our interaction, I speak them
out loud. “A condition of complete
simplicity Costing not less than
everything.” TS Eliot had worked his way
back into our joined space referencing a
long ago and far away conversation from
the first brushes of self had reanimated
finding roots blossoming like seedlings
into a new tomorrow. The moment held
for an eternity exploding into infinity. The
cycle had been repeated forever. Time and
space had no meaning. I could feel a
movement in my heart the indoctrination
into a deeply conscious understanding of
the flow of life guided by nature’s power,
the experimentation and the exploration
embodied, the hopes and dreams of one
lost soul uniting with all the world. Found.  

“It’s been beautiful to watch this unfold”
was the last thing I heard Vanessa say. My
answer was a wholehearted… "Yes." 

We are on this planet to believe in each
other. To give and receive love.

 No one teaches you this. No one
prepares you for this process of faith.

A brother needs to show you how. I
am glad, so glad, Vanessa did. Each act

in session was a demonstration of
openness and Love, of compassion

and remembering. 
It was the core truth of our humanity.

The exchange the perfection. “This
process is designed for you to grow
through.”   I understand. “Knowing

the truth about who you are. Whole
and healed. Standing fully radiant.
Knowing you have everything you

need. Knowing you are not alone.”   I
remember. “It is a blessing.” The

realization that I held it all within.
That I was the master of Mel was the

gift of spirit laid Bare. We had worked
together in an energetic space where

I was able to open up and give birth to
myself in a natural surrender over to

the open space of freedom.  In
showing up every Thursday to this

process of truth where everything is
seen in love. The Melamorphosis, now

a daily occurrence, a constant and
chronic cellular shift in each moment,

in each breath with the past and
future recognized for what they are

and the privilege of each instant mine
to give birth to something wonderful

and unexpectedly brilliant,  

Vanessa by the Sea is releasing September 2016,
inquiries info@alwaysalice.com

I look at Vanessa.
The words sang
through me in
complete harmony
as the song my
heart was meant
to sing.
“Clarity. At Last.” 



P L U G  I N  T O  L O V E

Take today to practice loving vision,

enjoying the miraculous unending, all
powerful, inner cycle of nature to produce
the most glorious bounty remembering
you are held and you are whole and you
are most certainly loved. In this loving
vision we find the freedom of the heart in
concert with all that is igniting the inner
power of grace.

Connect with your inner power today and
every day by practicing love. That force that
is in you but not of you that holds the
deepest presence of the miraculous.

Change is not an abstract, it is a daily roller
coaster of which every hour brings the
possibility for a miracle and every day you
get to wake up and begin again,

embracing where the day will take you,

without any knowledge of what the day
will bring.   Have faith in the energy that
showcases an awesome power day in and
day out in a million ways with a million
miracles.  The loving uni-verse has your
back as part of nature's fullest
magnificence.

May the truth of your powerful expression
blaze forth with each breath you take
reminding you to fiercely answer the call of
your being. To connect to your source. To
live fully in the light of the truth and to
reflect the beauty that lies waiting alertly
and brilliantly for your faith to sing.  May it
get easier and more effortless for you to go
through deeper and deeper doors of love
and receiving blessings.

Words Melanie Lutz

Photography Mint Bing

Design Nature
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CONNECT TO YOUR
INNER POWER 



Inspiration lies ever present in the

heart waiting for the well spring of Release.

 That energy of love's purest grace is made

manifest through our soul's code working in

concert with our nature.  How we cultivate this

powerful force of our being relates the ease at

which we move through the world lending

our im-print. Cultivating inspiration is a

practice like anything else. Acting on the

inspiration where the miracles happen.

Onward we march into the truth that never

changes.  Without ceasing. When the way

seems impossible.  When the journey ahead

re-quires every ounce of faith, remember

what lies within you is wholly free and lives in

perfect peace.  You can do what you thought

could not be done with love in your heart and

justice speaking its truth. The inspiration is in

the showing up and remembering only love is

real, everything else doesn’t exist. Enjoy love as

a force for peace of mind, heart and home.

 Allow the inspiration on the winds to caress

you with everything necessary for your deep

inner knowing of the truth. Bring forward

with so much love and grace and joy and glee

all the support necessary to see you through.

Only love is real is a commitment to share

what you own, lis-tening to the still small Voice

that celebrates your uniqueness that

understands who you are and why you are

here.

Enjoy the experience of your amazing self,

powerful, strong, safe, grounded, loved,

cherished, celebrated and free. 

Experience Waves of
Divine Inspiration.

Own what you know,
Be who you are.
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CRITICAL MASS
DANCE COMPANY
Beginning in loving movement Critical Mass Dance Company founded in 2010
creates and produces works of 'blacklight dance theater,' which blends blacklight
theatre with dance, aerial and flow arts in Los Angeles, California.

A dancer’s heart is one of complete surrender to spirit
through movement with the applied discipline required to
create a still point of openness that shines for all to
experience.   The Dancing Hearts of CMDC encourage a
foundation of confidence, safety and purpose in practice of
healing our selves and, as a macrocosm of the microcosm.
the earth. CMDC is a diverse dance collective that combines
sacred dance, energy healing and prop work to contribute
to greater peace, personal healing and social change
through the development of collaborative works of
“backlight” dance theater.
  

Dance and the expression through the body has long had
the power to illuminate and transform us, to thrill the
soul. Working quietly and with great beauty rooted in the
principles of social change, Los Angeles based non-profit
arts and social justice organization Critical Mass Dance
Company (CMDC) sits at the intersection of story telling
arts and healing force for loving change.  CMDC is a
dance collective, empowering young women through the
discipline and practice of dance movement and flow arts
as works of social justice. Finding inspiration in Eastern
European dance theater, the company’s artistic director
Sophia Kozak brought “backlight” theater into her Dance
choreography to celebrate the light in the darkness; the
truth of transformation expressed through visions of the
heart. Built on the idea that each dancing heart makes a
difference, that ideas flourish in that sacred space, that
dreams are meant to be realized, that love is a beacon of
hope to those in need as the creation of community of
the heart through dance. 

CMDC performs at a recent Justice Event and Fundraiser.
www.criticalmassdancecompany.org

Story

L O V E
A C T I V I S M

M O V E M E N T
H E A R T  F U L L
O F  P E A C E
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NEW ADVENTURES
SET SAIL AND FIND YOUR INNER FLIGHT OF THE SOUL

ON THE ROAD AGAIN

Love leads the way. Passion ignites our purpose. Imagination creates the ecstasy of living in each

moment free from expectation fully immersed in the experience.  

Join us for our next AMP outing. More information: info@alwaysalice.com

Lots of Love, Mel 

WE TRAVEL THE HIGHWAYS SEARCHING
TO CONNECT THROUGH WHATEVER WAY

WE CAN BECAUSE OUR HEARTS HAVE
BEEN MOVED TO LOVING ACTION

OUR SOULS SEEKING NEW EXPERIENCES.
IT’S ALL WE KNOW, AFTER AWHILE. THE

ONLY WAY. THE SEEKER, SEEKS, &
WHAT WE SEEK WE FIND...

HALLELUJAH

COVER BEACH PHOTO

SAPPHRON OBIOS



5th
• A N N U A L •

Another powerful month behind us where The Force Re-awoke, for the

first time in 40 years we had a Full Moon Christmas reminding us of

how much light is available in each moment when we choose to

celebrate; on top of a powerful year where the world turned to love as

the answer, where love won, over and over again,

and people started waking up, remembering he truth.

In the Days Ahead - may you be surrounded in love, may joy follow in

the wake of your footsteps, may peace flourish and may abundance

surround our souls.

L O V E R SH E L L O

M E L S  N O T E

MELS LOVE LAND
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Melanie

O F  L I F E



S U B S C R I B E   T O

M E L S   L O V E   L A N D

Save 50% off the  BOOKSTORE price.

BUY OR GIVE a SUBSCRIPTION today

and Receive a Special Love Gift.

Name

Address

City State ZIP

S U B S C R I B E   |   I N F O @ A L W A Y S A L I C E . C O M

S H I P P I N G   I N F O R M A T I O N

Credit Card

Credit Card No.

Expiry CVC No.

B I L L I N G   I N F O R M A T I O N

Email Mobile No. Signature Total  in $

Make checks payable to  "AMP EXPERIENCE"
Special Discounted Yearly Subscription $40
Credit card holders must be placed by Credit Car holders only.

Please allow 12-14 days before the first issue to arrive. Do not send cash
Offer valid through June 30, 2020

 Fill out this card and send it with payment to Always Alice, 2118 Wilshire Blvd. #231 Santa Monica, CA 90403

Check Money Order

- Payment Scheme -


